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“... to turn our focus to those low hanging fruits that “... to turn our focus to those low hanging fruits that 
nature has already shown us to be important by nature has already shown us to be important by 

keeping them untouched in our genome.”keeping them untouched in our genome.”



Comparative genomicsComparative genomics
•• Comparative genomics is the analysis and Comparative genomics is the analysis and 

comparison of genomes from different speciescomparison of genomes from different species

•• sequence similarity, gene location, the length sequence similarity, gene location, the length 
and number of coding regions (called exons) and number of coding regions (called exons) 
within genes, the amount of noncoding DNA within genes, the amount of noncoding DNA 
in each genome, highly conserved regions in each genome, highly conserved regions 

•• Different organisms Different organisms --> to identify common > to identify common 
signaturessignatures



Selecting speciesSelecting species
•• Closely related species: obscured functional elementsClosely related species: obscured functional elements

SpeciesSpecies--specific functional elementsspecific functional elements
•• Distantly related species: diverged functional Distantly related species: diverged functional 

elementselements
Only the most constrained functional elements can Only the most constrained functional elements can 
be identifiedbe identified

•• “Steering a middle course” (species with moderate “Steering a middle course” (species with moderate 
distance)distance)

NonNon--uniform rate of evolution across genomic uniform rate of evolution across genomic 
sequencesequence



NonNon--coding regionscoding regions

•• Intergenic and intragenic (introns)Intergenic and intragenic (introns)

•• Regulation of transcription at the DNA Regulation of transcription at the DNA 
level (enhancers, promoters)level (enhancers, promoters)

•• “gene deserts” “gene deserts” –– 25% of the human 25% of the human 
genome (> 500 kbp)genome (> 500 kbp)



Species comparisonSpecies comparison
•• Human vs. MouseHuman vs. Mouse

40% of the genomes can be aligned40% of the genomes can be aligned
~5% of the human genome is evolved slower than the ~5% of the human genome is evolved slower than the 
neutral rateneutral rate
481 ultraconserved elements (100% identity, >= 200 bp) in 481 ultraconserved elements (100% identity, >= 200 bp) in 

all chromosomes (except 21 and Y)all chromosomes (except 21 and Y)
>1000 conserved elements (70% identity, >= 100 bp)>1000 conserved elements (70% identity, >= 100 bp)

•• Human vs. ChickenHuman vs. Chicken
~4% of the genomes can be aligned~4% of the genomes can be aligned
97% of 481 align with 95.7% identity97% of 481 align with 95.7% identity

•• Human vs. FuguHuman vs. Fugu
~1.8% of the genomes can be aligned~1.8% of the genomes can be aligned
67.3% of 481 align with 76.8% identity67.3% of 481 align with 76.8% identity

•• Human vs. DogHuman vs. Dog
99.2% of 481 align with 99.2% identity99.2% of 481 align with 99.2% identity



Human and Chimp Ancestors Human and Chimp Ancestors 
Might Have InterbredMight Have Interbred??

•• The earliest known ancestors of modern The earliest known ancestors of modern 
humans might have reproduced with early humans might have reproduced with early 
chimpanzees to create a hybrid species, a chimpanzees to create a hybrid species, a 
new genetic analysis suggestsnew genetic analysis suggests

http://www.livescience.com/animalworld/060517_hybrid_ancestors.html
http://www.postimees.ee/180506/lisad/teadus/teadus/202193.php



Regulation of genesRegulation of genes
•• Flanking genes: involved in early Flanking genes: involved in early 

developmental tasks (developmental tasks (DACH, PAX6, etc.DACH, PAX6, etc.))





Detecting NonDetecting Non--coding regionscoding regions



Detecting NonDetecting Non--coding regionscoding regions



Detecting NonDetecting Non--coding regionscoding regions
•• Why so slow evolution?Why so slow evolution?

Maybe some structural mechanisms to prevent Maybe some structural mechanisms to prevent 
changes (in/del, subst, invers)changes (in/del, subst, invers)
Frequency of SNPs is severalFrequency of SNPs is several--fold lower than in fold lower than in 
other genomic regionsother genomic regions

•• Why only subset of the enhancers are Why only subset of the enhancers are 
detected in humandetected in human--fish alignments?fish alignments?

Inadequate simple nucleotideInadequate simple nucleotide--alignment toolsalignment tools

•• Why are the conserved nonWhy are the conserved non--coding regions coding regions 
clustered only around subset of genes among clustered only around subset of genes among 
distant species?distant species?

crucial for basic vertebrate developmentcrucial for basic vertebrate development



Exploring the functionExploring the function
•• Current hypothesisCurrent hypothesis: sequences conserved : sequences conserved 

over greater evolutionary distances are more over greater evolutionary distances are more 
likely to be functional than those conserved likely to be functional than those conserved 
over lesser distances (Boffelli over lesser distances (Boffelli et al.et al. 2004)2004)

•• Currently available two kind of results:Currently available two kind of results:
between mammals (functional verification with between mammals (functional verification with 
mice)mice)
between mammals and teleosts (alignable HC between mammals and teleosts (alignable HC 
nonnon--coding sequences)coding sequences)

Those do not show that the Those do not show that the ciscis--regulatory elements regulatory elements 
will function on both specieswill function on both species



Human vs ZebrafishHuman vs Zebrafish
•• Fisher Fisher et al.et al. 2006 focused on the 2006 focused on the 

regulatory control of the RET receptor regulatory control of the RET receptor 
tyrosine kinasetyrosine kinase

•• RET expression is highly conserved across RET expression is highly conserved across 
evolutionevolution

•• Exons encoding tyrosine kinase domain Exons encoding tyrosine kinase domain 
>=70%, >= 100 bp (from zebrafish to >=70%, >= 100 bp (from zebrafish to 
humans)humans)

•• What about What about ciscis--regulatory regions?regulatory regions?



Expression of conserved Expression of conserved 
sequence ampliconssequence amplicons



Smaller elementsSmaller elements
•• Reduced alignment window size to 30 bp Reduced alignment window size to 30 bp 

(with Suffle(with Suffle--LAGAN LAGAN –– designed to detect designed to detect 
alignments in the presents of inversions and alignments in the presents of inversions and 
rearrangements)rearrangements)

No resultsNo results

•• Searched the entire zebrafish genome for Searched the entire zebrafish genome for 
homologies to HCSs (>=20 bp length, homologies to HCSs (>=20 bp length, 
>=70% identity, around 100 kbp of predicted >=70% identity, around 100 kbp of predicted 
genes)genes)

41 out of 65 contained TFBS motifs41 out of 65 contained TFBS motifs
But the frequency was similar using But the frequency was similar using 
nonconserved HCSnonconserved HCS



ConclusionsConclusions

•• Developed efficient method to evaluate Developed efficient method to evaluate 
putative enhancer elements (in vivo) putative enhancer elements (in vivo) 
using Tol2 vectorsusing Tol2 vectors

•• Responsible functional components Responsible functional components 
are single or multiple TFBSs (4 are single or multiple TFBSs (4 –– 20 20 
bp)bp)

•• Similar expression Similar expression --> analogously > analogously 
acting, not orthologous enhancersacting, not orthologous enhancers



<10% Sequence Identity<10% Sequence Identity

YYeast PCNA trimer east PCNA trimer E. coliE. coli ß subunit dimer ß subunit dimer 
(Krishna et al. 1994(Krishna et al. 1994)) (Kong et al. 1992)(Kong et al. 1992)



Fisher S, Grice EA, Vinton RM, Bessling SL, McCallion AS. 
Conservation of RET regulatory function from human to zebrafish 
without sequence similarity. Science. 2006 Apr 14;312(5771):276-9.
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